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General information 

• Develop a methodology to calculate the 
time and cost of judicial proceedings 

• Calculate the time and cost of the tax 
foreclose judicial proceeding 

• Interviews and docket records analysis 

• Sponsored by the National Judicial 
Council (CNJ) 
 

 





Average tax foreclosure proceeding (ATFP) = ∆twz(a) + ∆twz (b) + ∆twz(c) + ∆twz(d) + ∆twz(e) + 
∆twz(f) + ∆twz(g) + ∆twz(h) + ∆twz(i) + ∆twz(j) + ∆twz(k) + ∆twz(l) + ∆twz(m) + ∆twz(n) + ∆twz(o) 

 
∆t = intervalo de tempo médio medido em minutos 
w = freqüência média de determinada etapa 
z = valor médio por minuto da remuneração dos servidores envolvidos na etapa 
(a) = autuação 
(b) = despacho inicial  
(c) = citação pelo correio (AR) 
(d) = citação por oficial de justiça 
(e) = citação por edital 
(f) = mandado de penhora e avaliação 
(g) = leilão 
(h) = vista ao exeqüente 
(i) = objeção de preexecutividade 
(j) = embargo do devedor ou de terceiros 
(k) = agravo 
(l) = apelação 
(m) = recurso especial ou extraordinário 
(n) = sentença 
(o) = baixa definitiva 

Mathematical description 



Outcomes 

 

• Charged amount (average): US$ 11.5 k 

 

• Collected amount (average): US$ 9.6 k 

 

• Average time: 8 years, 2 months and 9 days 
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Fig. 5 – Frequency and weighted time (in days) of the acts of the tax 
foreclosure proceeding 

 

 

Seizure of goods is reported in 15% of cases, but only a third results in 

voluntary presentation of property by the debtor. Only 2.6% of tax foreclosure lawsuits 

result in judicial auction, with or without success. Such auctions produce sufficient 

funds in only 0.2% of cases. 

The main reason for that, according to the data gathered, is the scarce 

information about the debtor. Notwithstanding the fact that the State is the creditor and 

the plaintiff of these lawsuits, it is not capable of providing information on the 

whereabouts of the debtors and of their properties. The major part of the dismissed 

lawsuit fails because there was no summon at all or because there was no seizure of 

properties that could bring forth a valid auction.   

The research data do not support the conclusion that the lack of success in 

tax foreclosure proceedings is caused by abusive use of legal defenses on the part of the 

debtors. Only 4.4% of these proceedings record some kind of pre-foreclosure objection, 

and only 6.4% of debtors object foreclosure proceedings. It seems the problem does not 

lie on the litigation behavior of the defendant nor on the plenty of defense opportunities 

provided in the procedure itself, which supposedly should be dedicated to the collection 

of unpaid obligations, and not to the discussion of facts and rights.  

Despite the high probability of a complete fail, tax foreclosure proceedings 

actually achieve relative success. Indeed, the probability of success or fail is nearly the 

same. One the one hand, full payment of debts accounts for 33.9% of dismissed 
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Fig. 4 – Tax foreclosure proceeding acts and the time dedicated by the 
agents 

 

 

As a bureaucratic proceeding, the full accomplishment of its steps 

presumably reaches out to the goal of the lawsuit – which is the payment of the owed 

tax debt or the execution of any other measures necessary to accomplish the fiscal 

obligation. However, that is law in the books, not law in action. Actually, just a few part 

of the lawsuits reach the final step of the proceeding, which is a judicial auction. The 

PEFM includes one pleading and one initial decision, whereas the frequencies of the 

other stages gradually fall down to a surprising proportion of 0.07 auction per lawsuit. 

In other words, about three-fifths of the tax foreclosure proceedings move beyond the 

summons stage. Of these, 25% lead to seizure, but only one sixth of seizures result in 

judicial auction.  

 

  



Average total cost 

 
 
 

US$ 2.2 k 
 
 
 
 

PEFMcmt2 ={R$1,58[1(117) + 1(66) +1,46(1315) + 0,67(540) + 
0,07(743) + 4,88(0) + 0,05(574) + 1(243)]} – R$37,69 

 



Analytical conclusions  

 

1. Bureaucratic structure to solve 

bureaucratic problems 

 

2. Circular function of judicial proceedings  

 

3. Absence of interinstitutional dialogue  



  

 

Thank you! 

 

alexandre.cunha@ipea.gov.br 

bernardo.medeiros@ipea.gov.br 

paulo.eduardo.silva@ipea.gov.br 
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